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An analytic expression for the electrostatic potential of a point charge within a concentric
multilayered dielectric medium is derived in terms of a Legendre expansion. A novel Brownian
dynamics algorithm for solving the Poisson equation for the reaction-field potential of charges near
dielectric interfaces is presented. To test both the computed and analytic solutions, the reaction-field
potential and self-energy of a charge within a liposome are calculated and compared. ©1998
American Institute of Physics.@S0021-9606~98!52103-4#
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I. INTRODUCTION

Biological membranes are phospholipid bilayers that
close the aqueous contents of cells and organelles. Ch
transfer and ion diffusion processes within and across s
membranes are pivotal in a variety of biophysical proces
For example, chloroplasts~in green plants! and mitochondria
~in eucariotic cells! possess an internal membrane fold
over itself in a multilamellar structure. These membran
play a decisive role in cell metabolism. It appears that
synthesis of ATP from ADP is coupled to proton flux
across the mitochondrial cristea or thylakoid vesicle me
branes within the chloroplasts~Ref. 1, Chap. 20!.

Model proton transfer reactions in heterogeneous s
tems, as studied by steady-state and time resolved fluo
cence, include photodissociation of excited-state dye a
embedded in reverse micelles,2–4 within the cavity of
apomyoglobin,5 vesicles,6 and multilamellar vesicles
~MLVs!.7 The vesicles were prepared biochemically and
motic stress was applied to change the interbila
spacing.8,9 Using this setup, the effect of the intermembran
distance on geminate proton recombination could
investigated.7 The transient kinetics is influenced by the g
ometry, ionic mobility and ionic interactions. In order to di
entangle the various effects, at least some of them shoul
known with sufficient accuracy. The present work deals w
a new approach for determining the electrostatic potentia
these systems, under the assumption that the water an
ganic phases can be represented as continuous media
two distinct dielectric constants,«. Thus the MLV system
under consideration is depicted by concentric spherical
electric discontinuities.

Continuum theories of bio-electrostatics10–15 show how
the presence of low dielectric lipid bilayers causes elec
static potentials to deviate substantially from the simple C
lomb law. Charges in the aqueous phase are repelled fro
~neutral! interface. In addition, ionic interactions within th
water phase are enhanced by the presence of the low di
tric lipid. In analyzing the experimental results,5 one work

a!Permanent address: Department of Physics, State University of Mold
Mateevici Str. 60, MD-2009, Chisinau, Republic of Moldova.
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assumed Coulomb interactions subject to an effective die
tric constant,«eff(r ). Another work on the electrostatic prop
erties of zwitterionic micelles16 applied a model with the
same dielectric constant for the lipid and water layers. I
desirable to obtain accurate electrostatic potentials by s
ing the Poisson equation for the actual geometry, involvin
step-function«(r ) at the water-lipid interface. While the so
lution for a single spherical dielectric discontinuity is read
available,17 to our knowledge an extension to multilamell
dielectric layers has not been documented. We obtain
desired solution by straightforward application of the Le
endre expansion method.17,18

In addition, we calculate the appropriate potential us
an extension of our Brownian dynamics~BD! method for
solving the Poisson equation near dielectric interfaces.19 The
motivation for applying BD algorithms to electrostatics
that, unlike conventional grid methods, BD is independen
spatial grids and of the ‘‘artificial’’ boundary-conditions tha
need be imposed on the surface of the ‘‘region of intere
~ROI!. The BD method requires only to record the coord
nates of the particles along their stochastic trajectories. E
trajectory may be simulated on a separate processor, an
algorithm becomes easily parallelizable. The anticipa
growing role of parallel computing in scientific computatio
justifies the efforts invested in development of BD metho

The diffusion approach to electrostatics,19–24 like the
diffusion-Monte-Carlo approach to quantum mechanics25

may be considered as a special case of the so-called ‘‘pr
bilistic potential theory.’’26,27 However, between the recog
nition of the formal mathematical analogy and the develo
ment of practical computational algorithms there lies a gap
be bridged. Due to these difficulties, the electrostatic pot
tial has been calculated prior to our work19 only by a lattice
random-walk method and for fixed-potential~rather than
fixed-charge! boundary conditions.23 A BD implementation
requires casting the electrostatic problem in a diffus
framework that admits a local analytic solution~for the
piecewise constant«(r )). This solution then serves as
‘‘Brownian propagator.’’ Our earlier work19 solved this
problem by using the ‘‘Smoluchowski representation,’’
which «(r ) depicts an equilibrium distribution for virtua

a,
8/108(3)/1216/9/$15.00 © 1998 American Institute of Physics
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1217V. Zaloj and N. Agmon: Electrostatics of multilamellar vesicles
particles moving in a virtual field of force. It admits an an
lytic solution for a planar interface.

From the algorithmic perspective, the aim of the pres
work is extending the BD method to calculate the ‘‘reacti
field’’ ~RF! directly. Taking the difference between the a
tual potential,f(r ), and the Coulomb potential for a charg
in a uniform dielectric medium eliminates the divergence
the point of the charge.14,15 Reaction field Brownian dynam
ics ~RFBD! involves running simultaneously pairs of st
chastic trajectories, one for the full geometry~with dielectric
discontinuities! and another for the reference state~no dis-
continuities! with the samesequence of random number
The difference in mean residence times between the two
jectories provides the RF with low statistical noise. RFBD
compared with the Legendre expansion solution for
MLV geometry.

II. LEGENDRE EXPANSION

Consider the problem of obtaining the electrostatic p
tential, f(r ), for a point unit charge located a distancea
5uau from the center of the concentric spherical shells
picted in Fig. 1. Each of theN shells represents a uniform
dielectric medium, with a dielectric constant«n , n
51, . . . ,N. Thenth dielectric layer is bound by two concen
tric spheres with radiiRn21 and Rn . Note that a ‘‘real’’
MLV might contain surface charges from the head-groups
the lipidic chains. The electrostatic potential of charg
vesicles can be obtained from our Green function solut
using the principle of superposition namely, sum the pot
tial for a point charge at different locations on the surfac

Suppose that a ‘‘test charge’’ is located at a distancr
[ur u from the center, where the vectorsr and a form an
angleu. The Poisson equation in three-dimensional spac17

¹@«~r !¹f~r !#524pd~r2a!, ~1a!

FIG. 1. Geometry of a ‘‘multilamellar vesicle.’’ The dielectric permittivit
has spherical symmetry and is piecewise constant between theN21 spheri-
cal surfaces with radiiRn . The point chargeq is situated a distanceuau from
the common center of all spheres.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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is to be solved subject to the requirement that the elec
static potential,f(r ), tends to zero at infinity. Due to th
cylindrical symmetry of the problem, it suffices to consid
the spherical coordinatesr and u, for which the Poisson
equation becomes

1

r 2

]

]r S r 2
]f

]r D1
1

r 2 sin u

]

]uS sin u
]f

]u D524pd~r2a!.

~1b!

The solution is obtained by the usual expansion in Legen
polynomials,Pk(cosu), see Refs. 17 and 18. It is a piecewi
differentiable function ofr assuming the valuesfn(r ,u)
within the nth layer.

Eachfn is expressed by a sum of a particular~Coulomb!
solution of the Poisson equation plus a solution of the hom
geneous Laplace equation in terms of the Legendre poly
mials Pk(cosu). Thus we write

fn~r ,u!5
1

«n
H 1

ur2au
1 (

k50

` FAn~k!S r

Rn
D k

1Bn~k!S Rn21

r D k11GPk~cosu!J , ~2!

for n51, . . . ,N. An(k) andBn(k) are coefficients to be de
termined. In this notation, one may define the self-energy
a unit charge within the layerna , where the charge is situ
ated, as

Ena
~a![

1

2
lim
r→a

Ffna
~r ,0!2

1

«na
ur2auG

5
1

2«na

(
k50

` FAna
~k!S a

Rna
D k

1Bna
~k!S Rna21

a
D k11G ,

~3!

Rna21,a,Rna
. Ena

(a) represents the energy of transferrin
the charge from a uniform medium of dielectric constant«na

to its specified position within the MLV. Within thena layer,
Ena

is a measure of the self-induced potential field whi
characterizes the work,DEna

, for moving the charge be
tween two points inside this layer.

The coefficientsAn(k) andBn(k) will now be chosen so
that the appropriate continuity conditions are satisfied at e
of the N21 dielectric boundaries. For brevity, we omit th
index k whenever a result is understood to be valid for
k50, . . . ,̀ . First, to avoid divergence of the potential atr
50 or ` one sets

AN50, B150. ~4!

The other coefficients should satisfy the additional con
tions of continuity of the electrostatic potential:

lim
r→Rn20

fn~r ,u!5 lim
r→Rn10

fn11~r ,u!, ~5a!

and the normal electric displacement~field!:
No. 3, 15 January 1998
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1218 V. Zaloj and N. Agmon: Electrostatics of multilamellar vesicles
«n lim
r→Rn20

]fn~r ,u!

]r
5«n11 lim

r→Rn10

]fn11~r ,u!

]r
, ~5b!

at the surface of then51, . . . ,N21 spherical shells.
Using the Legendre polynomial representation, the C

lomb potential can be written as17,18

1

ur2au
5

1

s~r ! (
k50

`

j~r !kPk~cosu!, ~6a!

where we have defined

s~r ![max~r ,a!; j~r ![
min~r ,a!

s~r !
. ~6b!

Substituting into Eq.~2! and applying the two continuity
conditions, Eqs.~5a! and ~5b!, produces a set of 2N22 lin-
ear equations

1

«n
F jn

k

sn
1An1Bnrn

k11G5
1

«n11
F jn

k

sn
1An11rn11

k 1Bn11G ,
~7a!

kAn2~k11!Bnrn
k115kAn11rn11

k 2~k11!Bn11 , ~7b!

wheren51, . . . ,N21, and

sn[s~Rn!; jn[j~Rn!; rn[Rn21 /Rn . ~8!

Imposing the additional condition~4!, one obtains the fol-
lowing recursion relations:

An11 rn11
k 5An1~k11!Cn , ~9a!

Bn115Bn rn
k111kCn , ~9b!

with the coefficientsCn defined by

Cn[
«n112«n

~2k11!«n
FAn1Bnrn

k111
jn

k

sn
G . ~9c!

These relations are the main result of this section. Star
with A15X, B150, they are propagated up to the equati
for AN50, which setsX. SubstitutingX into the equations
then provides the desired coefficients.

Two particular cases are of interest. First, for two diele
tric layers separated by a single spherical surface, the re
sion relations yield the closed-form solution

A15
~k11!~«12«2!

k«11~k11!«2

j1
k

s1
, ~10a!

B25
k~«22«1!

k«11~k11!«2

j1
k

s1
, ~10b!

which is well-known.17 For three dielectric layers, the solu
tion for A1 reads

D0 A15@k«21~k11!«31k~«32«2!r2
2k11#

3~«12«2!
j1

k

s1
2~2k11!«1~«32«2!r2

k
j2

k

s2
,

~11a!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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~k11!D0[@k«11~k11!«2#@k«21~k11!«3#

2k~k11!~«12«2!~«32«2!r2
2k11 . ~11b!

By substitutingA1 into Eq. ~9! together withB150, the
remaining 3 coefficients may easily be generated. Note h
Eq. ~11! reduces to Eq.~10a! by setting«25«3.

III. BROWNIAN DYNAMICS APPROACHES

Brownian dynamics ~BD! approaches to
electrostatics19–24 may be considered as special cases
‘‘probabilistic potential theory,’’26,27 in which the Coulomb
potential is given probabilistic interpretation. In particula
this theory deals with mapping of electrostatic problems i
diffusive ones. In such mappings, there are many ways
identifying the probability density, mobility and bias of th
diffusing ‘‘particles’’ with the electrostatic analogs, but on
a few may be useful in actual BD algorithms. What is r
quired is a presentation which admits analytic solutions
some simple limits, from which random numbers can con
quently be picked. The simplest case of free diffusion, wh
corresponds to a Gaussian random number, is insufficien
is not possible to cross a dielectric interface using a Gaus
random number valid for one side only, without accumul
ing excessive errors.

We have found19 that the problem of a piecewise con
stant «(r ) can be treated using an analytic solution for
planar interface. From such a solution one can then const
a ‘‘Brownian propagator,’’ which allows crossing the inte
face with finite time-stepsand low error-levels. Neverthe-
less, the time-step near the interface will still be limited
the linear approximation to the interfacial geometry. It fo
lows that analytic solutions~if exist! for nonlinear geom-
etries that match the interface more closely will allow larg
time-steps,24 but only at the cost of slower evaluation of th
Brownian propagator. It remains to be seen where the c
flicting needs for larger time-steps and faster random-num
generation become balanced. We use a combination
Gaussian and planar propagators in the algorithm descr
below. We first review the principles of our BD algorithm
reported earlier,19 then describe its extension towards a dire
computation of reaction-field potentials.

A. Direct Brownian dynamics

The starting point is the connection between the tim
independent Poisson equation and a time-dependent Sm
chowski equation for diffusion in a field of force.19,20 The
solution of Eq.~1a! may be obtained from the time integra

f~r !5
4p

«~r !
E

0

`

p~r ,tur 0!dt, ~12!

of the time dependent Green function solution,p(r ,tur 0), of
the Smoluchowski equation

]p~r ,tur 0!

]t
5¹F«~r !¹S p~r ,tur 0!

«~r ! D G . ~13!
No. 3, 15 January 1998
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1219V. Zaloj and N. Agmon: Electrostatics of multilamellar vesicles
In this equation,2 ln «(r ) plays the role of an interaction
potential ~measured in units of thermal energy!, and the
charge density becomes the initial condition,

p~r ,0ur 0!5d~r2r 0!. ~14!

The validity of the above formulation can be verified b
direct integration of Eq.~13!. It might be interpreted by say
ing that the electrostatic potential is carried by nonintera
ing, virtual particles~‘‘Poissons’’! released att50 from the
location of the point-charge atr 05a. These particles, diffus
ing with a diffusion coefficient of unity, in an external d
mensionless potential,2 ln «(r ). To calculatef(r ), one first
evaluates the probability density,p(r ,tua), for a particle to
arrive atr by time t, having started from pointa at t50. Due
to the property that

p~r ,t1t0ua!5E
V0

p~r ,tur 0!p~r 0,t0ua!dr 0, ~15!

it may be evaluated by execution of discrete stochastic st
The time integral of this quantity~the ‘‘mean residence
time’’ 28! is the desired electrostatic potential, scaled by«(r ).

The above mapping between diffusion and electrosta
differs from what is conventionally assumed in ‘‘probabili
tic potential theory,’’26 which amounts to a simple diffusio
equation rather than the Smoluchowski equation~13!. Our
approach is closest to that of Gersten and Nitzan,20 who ap-
ply a backward ~adjoint! Smoluchowski representation
However, they have neither propagated this equation in t
nor performed the integral in Eq.~12!. To do so effectively,
for three dimensional systems, requires a local analytic s
tion for the interaction potential in the Smoluchowski equ
tion namely, for the specified«(r ). Such a solution is un-
available for the general spatial dependence considere
Gersten and Nitzan,20 but can be found in the special case
interest, when«(r ) is a step-function at the lipid-water inte
face.

Let us approximate the interface locally as a plane.
analytic solution of Eq.~13! is available for a planar inter
face separating two media of dielectric constants«1 and
«2 . Denote byx the coordinate perpendicular to the pla
~which is located atx50), with «6 the dielectric constants
on its 6 sides. For particles initially atr 05(x0 ,y0 ,z0), x0

.0, the solution at a later timet is given by

p~r ,tur 0!5@ f t~x2x0!6a f t~ uxu1x0!#

3 f t~y2y0! f t~z2z0!, ~16!

where the positive and negative signs are used forx.0 and
x,0, respectively~see Sec. IV C below!. In the above ex-
pression, we have defined

a[
«12«2

«11«2
, ~17a!

f t~x![
1

A4pt
expS 2x2

4t
D . ~17b!
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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Indeed, it is easy to verify that the time integral of E
~16! is

f6~r !5
1

«6
F 1

r 1
6

a

r 2
G for 6x.0, ~18a!

r 1[A~x2x0!21~y2y0!21~z2z0!2, ~18b!

r 2[A~ uxu1x0!21~y2y0!21~z2z0!2. ~18c!

This agrees with the solution of the Poisson equation fo
unit charge at pointa5(x0 ,y0 ,z0), as found by the method
of images.17 On thex.0 side~where the charge is located!
the potential becomes a superposition of potentials from
original charge and its image. On the other side of the in
face, one sees the potential of the original charge scaled
12a ~note that, forx,0, r 15r 2).

In the direct BD approach,19 one takes advantage of th
integral relation in Eq.~15!, to move the virtual particles
using random numbers from the distributionp(r ,tur 0), as
discussed in Sec. IV below. Thusr 0 becomes the momentar
location of the particle prior to its next move, not just i
initial location atr 05a.

B. Reaction-field Brownian dynamics

Consider a charge situated in the layerna , where the
dielectric constant is«0[«na

. In the homogeneous cas
when«(r )5«0 throughout, the potential is simply given b
Coulomb’s law

f0~r !5
1

«0ur2au
. ~19!

In the presence of dielectric interfaces, both functions,f(r )
andf0(r ), have the same divergence at the charge locat
Hence the RF potential, defined by14,15

fRF~r ![f~r !2f0~r !, ~20!

becomes finite atr5a. In addition, when the charge is in on
of the water layers which has the same« as at infinity,«0

5«N[«(`), thenf(r )→f0(r ) also asr→`. Under these
conditions,fRF(r ) tends to zero much faster thanf(r ) itself.

From the RF potential it is possible to obtain the se
energy of a chargeq within its dielectric layerna . From the
definition of Ena

in Eq. ~3! we obtain

Ena
5 1

2 qfRF~a!. ~21!

For spherical symmetry,Ena
depends only on the distanc

from the center,a, and22(dEna
/da) is the force operating

on the charge along this coordinate. In the present work
always takeq51.

In the special case of the planar interface conside
above, Eq.~18a! reduces to

fRF~r !5
a

«1r 7
, Ena

~a!5
a

4a«1
. ~22!

As before, r 7[r 2 (r 1) when x.0 (x,0), whereas
a5x0.0 is the distance from the interface.
No. 3, 15 January 1998
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1220 V. Zaloj and N. Agmon: Electrostatics of multilamellar vesicles
By running two Brownian trajectories simultaneous
one for the actual and another for a reference geome
Reaction-field Brownian dynamics~RFBD! enables one to
calculatefRF(r ) directly. This allows us to obtain the differ
ence between the two divergent potentials without invok
an unstable subtraction procedure.

IV. NUMERICAL TECHNIQUES

This section details the more technical aspects of
algorithm, including the geometric setup, virtual partic
movement rules, geometry-sensitive time-step determina
rules for trajectory termination and residual evaluation.
extends our earlier report19 in allowing direct calculation of
RF potentials and self-energies. This constitutes an impor
aspect also of conventional finite-difference and bounda
element algorithms. In addition, we have modified the traj
tory termination rules and residual evaluation, using a m
efficient algorithm described below.

A. Geometrical setup

The geometry of the MLV computation is presented
Fig. 2. The ‘‘region of interest’’~ROI!, where the RF poten
tial, fRF(r ), is to be evaluated, is the box of linear dimensi
d. A charge is placed at pointa, typically within the ROI.
For integration purposes only, the ROI is divided into ‘‘in
tegration bins,’’ here taken as uniformly sized cubes. T
MLV with its concentric spherical interfaces is within th
ROI. The dielectric constant changes discontinuously ac
these interfaces. Each interface is enclosed within an im
nary ‘‘active zone’’ ~A! which itself is enclosed within a
‘‘buffer zone’’ ~B!. Here these zones are concentric spher
shells, see the enlarged portion of Fig. 2. We denote t
cumulative widths byl A and l B , respectively. These param

FIG. 2. A section through the three-dimensional region of interest~ROI!, a
cubic region~of dimensiond) where the electrostatic potential should b
computed. It is divided into cubic integration bins, and contains a ‘‘lip
some’’ whose oily phase~grey! lies inbetween the two concentric sphere
The demo~two-dimensional! stochastic trajectory starts at the center of t
liposome, traverses the lipidic layer several times, and is eventually te
nated a distanceL(t) from the ROI boundary. The enlarged portion of RO
~right panel! is discussed in the text.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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eters represent the maximal distance between a point w
the corresponding zone and the dielectric interface.

The two widths are chosen as follows. First, we setl B

proportional to the length of the integration bin~in the
present implementation it is 1.5 times the bin length!. Then
we makel A sufficiently small for the curved interface to b
locally approximated by a plane. This allows us to use
planar propagator, Eq.~16!, in layer A. For example, for a
sphere of radiusR we setl A5R/10. In addition, we demand
that l A< l B . Thus in the limit of a planar interface,l A5 l B ,
and layer B disappears.

B. RFBD principles

To evaluate the RF potential, pairs of virtual particles a
initially placed at the location of the point-charge. With
each pair, the ‘‘actual particle’’ moves under the constrai
of the actual environment, whereas a ‘‘reference’’ partic
moves in a uniform dielectric medium,«0[«na

. The refer-
ence particle may be thought of as carrying a nega
weight, so that whenever both particles occupy the same
tegration bin for the same epochDt, their contribution to the
integral in Eq. ~12! cancels. The integral thus gives u
fRF(r ) directly.

To ensure that the divergence atr5a is subtracted ex-
actly ~and not up to some statistical noise!, we use thesame
set of three Gaussian random numbers to propagate the
of particles along the three Cartesian directions. A fou
random number is applied for carrying the actual parti
across the dielectric interface whenever it is located in
active region, A. For a point charge outside of region A, t
first few stochastic steps for the two particles coincide, a
their contribution tofRF cancels identically. The efficiency
of a BD algorithm depends on a prudent choice of geome
cally sensitive time-steps and Brownian propagators,19,29 as
detailed below.

C. Movement rules

The heart of a BD algorithm involves the rules for mo
ing the particles. Geometry-sensitive movement rules
improve the accuracy and efficiency of the algorithm. F
from the dielectric interface, in zones B and C~see Fig. 2!,
the particles execute Gaussian random moves in the t
Cartesian directions. These are fast to compute, becaus
ficient algorithms for generating Gaussian random numb
exist e.g., the Box-Mu¨ller method.30 In zone A, near the
dielectric interface, the motion can no longer be appro
mated by free diffusion.

The algorithm for crossing the interface is based on
solution in Eq.~16! for diffusion near a planar discontinuit
in the potential. We assume that by timet0 the virtual par-
ticle is located at the pointr 05(x0 ,y0 ,z0). The function
p(r ,tur 0) then determines its probability to move to the ne
location r5(x,y,z) within the time intervalt[DtA defined
below. The problem simplifies becausep(r ,tur 0) factors into
Gaussian functions inz andy times the function

gt~x![ f t~x2x0!6a f t~ uxu1x0!, ~23!

i-
No. 3, 15 January 1998
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1221V. Zaloj and N. Agmon: Electrostatics of multilamellar vesicles
where f t(x) is a Gaussian, Eq.~17b!, and the negative sign
applies to interface crossing.gt(x) is depicted in Fig. 3. The
z andy moves are therefore executed using two independ
Gaussian random numbers, whereas for thex move we need
to generate a random number out ofgt(x). Note thatgt(x) is
a Gaussian function,f t(x2x0), from whicha f t(uxu1x0) has
been subtracted forx,0 and added symmetrically atx.0,
see Fig. 3. This is equivalent to first finding the endpoint
the given step,x, from a Gaussian random number out of t
distribution f t(x2x0). Subsequently, a uniform random
number, j, determines whether the trajectory is reflect
(x→2x). Reflection is implemented wheneverj
.gt(x)/ f t(x2x0) namely, only if the endpointx is in the
low dielectric side of the interface.

D. Time-steps

To further enhance the efficiency of the algorithm, t
propagation time-stepDt varies with the zone where the pa
ticle is located, see Fig. 2. The strategy is to makeDt as
large as possible, subject to the restriction that the proba
ity of hopping across any one zone in a single step is ne
gibly small. For virtual particles initially at the location o
the charge, the firstDt value is exceedingly small~here,
1025DtB). It is then increased by a given factor~here, 1.05!
every step until it reachesDtA or DtB , which are specified
below.

Using the predefined values ofl A and l B , we set

l X53A2DtX, X5A,B. ~24!

This implies that in zone C, outside layer B, the time s
DtB is limited by the requirement that the probability fo
crossing the integration bin in a single hop is small. In zo
A the ~possibly smaller! value ofDtA assures that, in addi
tion, the planar approximation for the interface holds. With

FIG. 3. The planar Brownian propagator, Eq.~23!. A random number out of
this distribution ~bold curve! is equivalent to two random numbers, on
Gaussian~from the dashed distribution! and the other uniform, as explaine
in the text. In the example shown, the interface is atx50, the ~virtual!
particle is located atx051 and t50.5. In panel~a!, the particle is in the
high-dielectric side,a51/2, whereas in panel~b! it is in the low dielectric
side,a521/2.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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layer B, the particle moves with a variable time stepDt( l )
5DtA( l / l A)2, where l is the distance from the interface
ThusDt( l ) interpolates between the two time-steps:Dt( l A)
5DtA and Dt( l B)5DtB . Outside the ROI,Dt is again al-
lowed to increase, provided only that the probability of r
turning into the ROI in one hop remains small.

E. Trajectory termination

In our earlier BD implementation,19 the ROI was en-
closed within a larger box of linear dimensionD and trajec-
tories were terminated upon leaving this outer box. The
erage lifetime of a trajectory wasT, andD had to be taken
sufficiently large so that the ultimate return probability fro
its outer surface to the ROI was negligible. Since the u
mate return probability relates to an infinitely long waitin
time, D had to be substantially larger thand ~in practice we
took D/d55), which meant that most of the volume i
which particles moved was outside the ROI. It is clear th
the algorithm is optimized by investing most of the comp
tation time for moving particles within the ROI. Therefor
we have modified the trajectory termination algorithm.

In the present implementation, a fixed termination tim
T is chosen. If by timet a trajectory is outside the ROI, it
remaining lifetime isT2t. The trajectory could then be ter
minated provided that its probability to diffuse to the surfa
of the ROI namely, across the distanceL(t) in Fig. 2, during
its remaining lifetimeis negligible. Thus we terminate a tra
jectory if

L~ t !.cA2~T2t !. ~25!

Again, we find thatc>3 produces satisfying results (c54
was used in the present work!. Since L(t) can be signifi-
cantly smaller thanD, a larger fraction of the computationa
effort is devoted to the ROI.

F. Residual evaluation

Evaluation of the potential by Eq.~12! requires integrat-
ing the diffusional Green function up tot5`. In practice,
trajectories are terminated at timeT so the need arises t
evaluate the residual namely, the integral fromT to infinity.
If T is sufficiently large, this residual will be a constan
independent ofr . Thus it will not affect the calulation of
electrostatic forces. Nevertheless, for solvation problems
involve transferring a charge from infinity to its specifie
location near the dielectric interface, we do want to ens
that the potential approaches zero at infinity. Hence we e
ploy the following residual estimate.

At long times,p(r ,tur 0) will resemble a wide Gaussian
Within the ROI, p(r ,tur 0)/«(r ) will assume the
r -independent form

p~r ,tur 0!

«~r !
;

1

«effA4pt3
, t.T, ~26!

for some ‘‘effective’’ dielectric constant,«eff . Hence the re-
sidual potential,Df, is given by
No. 3, 15 January 1998
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1222 V. Zaloj and N. Agmon: Electrostatics of multilamellar vesicles
Df'E
T

`p~r ,tur 0!

«~r !
dt5

1

«effApT
. ~27!

Our previous BD implementation19 involved taking «eff

'«N , the dielectric constant outside the MLV.
We now avoid this assumption by calculating direc

the fraction of trajectories remaining in the ROI by timeT,
denoted byP(T). Using Eq.~26!, we find that

P~T!'E
V

p~r ,Tur 0!

«~r !
dr5

V

A4«eff
2 pT3

, ~28!

whereV is the volume of the ROI. By substituting into Eq
~27! one obtains the following estimate:

Df52P~T!T/V ~29!

for the residual of the potential. We find that use of th
procedure always brings the difference between the ca
lated and analytic potentials to within the statistical error

V. RESULTS

We now present a calculation of the self-energy and
electrostatic potential for a model liposome. We assume
it is constructed of neutral amphiphilic molecules, with
permanent charges at its surface. The latter case can b
tained as an extension of the present solution by applying
principle of superposition. We takeN53 concentric dielec-
tric layers with«15«3 and«1 /«2510. This factor is smaller
than the water/lipid ratio of 20–40, which somewhat fac
tates the computation. We restrict the discussion to a p
charge, which may be either inside the liposome,a,R1, in
the lipid bilayer,R1,a,R2, or outside in the bulk ‘‘water’’
phase,a.R2. Distances and potentials will be given in d
mensionless units such that when the distance unit is set
cm the electrostatic potential unit becomes the esu.

FIG. 4. The self-energy for a unit point charge inside a ‘‘liposome.’’ T
dielectric constants are«15«3510 both inside and outside the liposom
The ‘‘lipid’’ layer ~grey!, limited by two concentric spheres of radiiR1

50.8 andR251.2, has a lower dielectric constant,«251. The line is ob-
tained from the Legendre series, Eq.~3!, and the points from representativ
RFBD calculations.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
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Figure 4 shows, as bold curves, the self-energy ca
lated from Eq.~3! for a charge in the water~upper part,
positiveEna

) and the lipid phase~lower part, negativeEna
).

Note that the two calculations refer to different referen
states: a uniform medium of dielectric constant,«na

, of the
layer where the charge is located. Thus a charge in the w
phase, the reference state is water andEna

corresponds to the
energy of transferring a unit charge from infinity~bulk wa-
ter! to the designated distance,a, from the common center o
the spheres. This energy rises very rapidly near the interfa
and becomes infinite in the lipid phase. The~negative! slopes
of the curves describe the electrostatic forces, which ac
repel the charge from the lipid phase. A charge diffusi
within the liposome therefore sees a smaller effective in
volume.

TheEna
(a) curve for the lipid phase refers to a differe

reference state, of an infinite uniform lipid. Replacing part
this phase by water stabilizes the charge, henceEna

,0 in
this layer. Since the medium at infinity is water,Ena

within
this layer cannot be interpreted as the energy of transfer
a charge from infinity. However, its derivative still provide
us with the force acting on the unit charge. Whenever
charge is not exactly in the middle of this layer, it encount
a strong attraction to the interface.

The points in Fig. 4 were obtained from the full R

FIG. 5. The electrostatic RF potential of a unit point charge inside a ‘‘lip
some.’’ The dielectric constants inside and outside are equal,«15«3510,
whereas in between the two concentric spheres of radiiR150.8 andR2

51.2 we have a ‘‘lipid’’ with lower dielectric constant,«251. ~a! Potential
contours, Eq.~2!, every 0.05 potential units. The charge is situated at
crossing point of the two dashed lines, (0.6,0.0,0.0).~b! and ~c! are cuts in
the potential along these dashed lines, in thex andy directions, respectively.
Lines are from Eq.~2!, whereas points are RFBD calculations using 33

integration bins and an upper integration time,T58.7. See text for addi-
tional detail.
No. 3, 15 January 1998
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1223V. Zaloj and N. Agmon: Electrostatics of multilamellar vesicles
potential, evaluated at the location of the charge, Eq.~21!.
The calculation offRF is described below. At this point we
note that, perhaps contrary to the situation for grid metho
the relative error inEna

decreasesasa approaches the inter
face.

Figures 5–7 shows the RF potential, Eq.~2!, for a point
charge inside the liposome, in the lipid bilayer and outs

FIG. 6. Same as Fig. 5 for a charge within the lipid layer, at the po
(1.0,0.0,0.0). The potential contour spacing is 0.5 units.

FIG. 7. Same as Fig. 5 for a point charge outside the liposome, at the
(1.4,0.0,0.0). The potential contour spacing is 0.025 units.
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 108,
s,

e

the liposome, respectively. Each figure is composed of th
panels:~a! shows the contours of the potential~equipoten-
tials! in all three regions, whereas panels~b! and ~c! show
cuts along two perpendicular directions: the line connect
the charge to the center,x, and the orthogonal coordinate,y.
These two panels compare the analytic expression~lines!
with the numerical RFBD calculations~symbols!.

The calculations in Figs. 5–7 involve 1800, 2300 a
3300 stochastic trajectories, respectively. The increase in
number of trajectories reflects the reduced residence ti
within the ROI for trajectories starting outside the liposom
For the same reason, the average number of time-po
along a given trajectory decreased, from 3200 to 2500
1950 points, respectively. Thus the total number of mov
the product of these two numbers, was nearly constant
hence also the computational effort. The total CPU on a 1
MHz SGI R5000 Indy workstation was about 6 min. Whi
this time is long in comparison with conventional gr
methods,19 it did not require ‘‘focusing’’ to overcome
boundary condition problems.

The figures indicate where the interaction potential d
fers from the simple Coulomb law applicable for a unifor
medium. Recall that the electrostatic potential,f(r ,u), is
obtained by adding to the RF potential in the figures a C
lomb term centered ata, for the corresponding«na

. Since
f(r ,u) depicts the interaction between two ions at pointsa
andr , a zero RF potential means that the mutual force is w
approximated by a Coulomb term. In contrast, in regio
where the RF potential is strongly varying, the interion
force deviates substantially from Coulomb’s law.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have presented an analytic series solution for
electrostatic potential within an inhomogeneous dielec
medium composed of concentric dielectric shells. This so
tion can be useful to describe electrostatic interactions wit
structures such as liposomes and multilamellar vesicles
addition, we have presented the principles and practice
reaction-field Brownian dynamics~RFBD! algorithm, which
uses pairs of stochastic trajectories to eliminate the singu
ties at the point charge by calculating directly the RF pot
tial. To our knowledge, this is the first attempt of treating th
type of problem by probabilistic methods.

Although the slow convergence properties of stocha
trajectories probably render the BD technique less effici
than the more established grid methods, it has certain in
ent properties that make it worth investigating. These inclu
independence of spatial grids or artificial boundary con
tions and accuracy retention near interfaces. In addition,
RFBD method can be easily implemented on parallel co
puters that will speed up the computation considerably.
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